widely used cellular automaton construction that operates grammatically on a regular grid of cells (Wolfram, 1994) and the related use of object-oriented geometries in hierarchical building structure design (see, for example, Meyer, 1995 and Mora et al, 2004) . This paper utilizes the language^landscape metaphor noted above to introduce the concept of a landscape grammar. This metaphor is not new. For example, Spirn (1998, page 188) likens the general landscape to a``vast library of literature'' within which rules of grammar govern form and allow meanings to be shared by humans. Some of these rules are place specific, others are transferable between locations, and others are universal. It is also evident that planning practice is intimately tied to understanding the grammar of landscape. Planners must develop an appreciation of a landscape's grammar in order to encourage future development that maintains a desirable landscape character. They must become familiar with the local landscape`vernacular', and must learn to read and speak its`language'. For planners, the task of understanding landscape character entails a process of analysis, whereas the achievement of new, conforming landscapes is undertaken through the writing and enforcement of landrelated policy, regulations, and codes. This is an essential problem for the planning of visual character, because few resources exist for planners to test their knowledge of the landscape and their ability to produce landscapes of the desired character.
Our approach to the language^landscape metaphor is less reflective and expressive than that of Spirn (1998) , and more systematic and technical, in line with the generative grammar research inspired by the work of Stiny (1980) . However, we believe that the concept of a generative landscape grammar can address the challenges of landscape planning in two ways: (1) the definition of a landscape's character and (2) the testing of the ability of such a definition, and subsequent planning regulations, to produce desirable landscapes. Our objective in this paper is to present a formal definition of a generative landscape grammar that can be implemented using modern computing technology.
The following sections discuss the language^landscape duality, introduce our formal definition of the landscape grammar concept, present the interpretation of a landscape grammar, and briefly touch upon the generation of landscape scenes through the use of the formalisms of section 3. We conclude with a review of the main contributions of this paper that lead into a companion paper, in which we report on a full implementation using the residential vernacular landscape of the island of Bermuda as a case study (Mayall, 2002; Mayall and Hall, 2005) .
Landscape and language
Investigation of the spatial arrangements of objects in a landscape is a less thorny problem than interpreting the meanings attached to those objects and patterns. The former, for example, involves visual and spatial analysis whereas the latter considers social, psychological, cultural, and historical investigations. With regard to this paper, our interest is in how grammatical rules can be defined to take objects from a landscape vocabulary, relate them to each other, and arrange them into patterns that describe a certain landscape character. Following Chomsky (1957) , such rules are generally of the form: IF [precondition] THEN [consequent] , which is formally written as:
[precondition] 3 [consequent]. Chomsky (1957) considered grammatical rules as a production system that could be used to iteratively construct sentences: Although the terminology used for a generative grammar framework is derived from linguistics, many other applications of grammars have been defined that conform to the same basic principles. The nature of the vocabulary objects vary widely, including, for example, arrangements of building blocks, furniture, rooms, specific types of houses, parts of living organisms such as vertebrates or plants, colours, art, behaviours, and even dreams [for a sample of some of this work, see Flemming (1981) , Foulkes (1978) , Knight (1980; 1989a; 1989b) , Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer (1990) , Radinsky (1987) , Seebohm and Wallace (1998) , Stiny (1977) , Stiny and Mitchell (1978a; 1978b) . Different human languages and dialects vary in their vocabulary and their rules of syntax and can be thought of as`linguistic styles'. Grammars of other types of objects define the patterns or`styles' of those objects. In examining landscape character, we are interested in the nature and patterns of objects in geographic space that contribute to a particular`style' of landscape.
In the development of a landscape grammar, landscape objects must be inventoried in a landscape vocabulary and their configurations must be analyzed and generalized using landscape-specific spatial grammar rules. In general, the composition of the rules of a given grammar is generally tied to the purpose which the rules serve. Analytical grammars are used to assess the syntactic validity of a sentence or pattern by attempting to deconstruct it completely according to grammatical rules. Any pattern so deconstructed is considered part of the language the grammar defines. Conversely, generative grammars iteratively combine words together, effectively building a pattern, according to valid grammar rules. Here, the pattern is the end-product rather than the initial object. Thus, an analytical landscape grammar would seek to deconstruct a landscape to assess whether it conforms to the character intended with the grammar. A generative landscape grammar, on the other hand, constructs a simulated landscape according to a specific desired character.
Generative grammars systematically produce patterns, and so the implementation of a generative grammar is referred to as a`production system'. The incremental or iterative process is referred to as the`grammar interpretation process' and this can be performed by a rule-oriented and computer-based`grammar interpreter' whose main functions are to match objects in the scene construction with the preconditions of rules, and to then modify the scene according to the consequents of one or more rules. Thus, the interpreter takes as its inputs an initial scene and a grammar (vocabulary and rules) and outputs a modified version of the scene.
The generative landscape grammar interpretation process starts with an initial terrain and a collection of landscape objects. These objects embody the vocabulary of object definitions for a site and are accompanied by a set of rules that state the syntactical relationships between them. The interpreter searches the rules to find one or more whose precondition matches some part of the object construction. Of the matching rules, one or more is applied to the construction, modifying it in some way according to the consequent of the rule(s). This modification consists generally of the addition, deletion, or alteration of the objects constituting the construction. On the next iteration, the process of comparison and modification is repeated but with the nowmodified construction. The generative process halts if the interpreter finds that a predefined goal has been reached, or that there are no rules whose preconditions are applicable to the current construction. When the generative process ends, a completed landscape construction is the result.
A generative landscape grammar, using a spatial vocabulary and syntax rules, can produce scenes either gradually or through radical redevelopment. The interpretation process can include the use of abstract nonterminal objects to influence the structure of the scene. For example, the construction of new roads with vegetation buffers can be created iteratively. The types of roads and species of plants found in the area can be defined in the landscape vocabulary. A network of roads can be generated on the site according to rules for finding acceptable paths (which may use abstract objects such as gradient zones). Subsequently, roadside planting can be added to the scene according to rules that specify appropriate plants and their locations. The gamut of scenes that can be created in this manner constitute the landscape`language' for the grammar, as the scenes are generated as patterns of objects derived entirely from the rules. If the grammar definition adequately represents the desired landscape character, then deterministically the generated scenes should each exhibit that character. Hence, the scenes so generated can be used to assess the adequacy of the grammatical definitions.
The landscape vocabulary describes physical objects such as buildings, trees, and roads in addition to abstract spatial concepts that give meaning to the definition. Because landscape rules specify spatial or locational order rather than verbal order, a landscape-character definition and production system must be built using spatial constructs. Spatial grammars therefore provide the main influence for the formulation of landscape grammars. The development of spatial grammars originated in mathematical form with the grammar concept adopted to define geometric patterns formed by the definition of a shape (Gips, 1975; Stiny, 1975) . In its simplest form, a shape grammar contains a vocabulary of primitive geometric shapes and rules that specify how these shapes can be arranged in relation to each other. The processing of the rules results in a geometric 2D or 3D construction or pattern. Hence, the approach clearly is relevant to landscape modeling in which shapes can be defined as areas or volumes enclosed by a set of vertices. Krishnamurti and Stouffs (1993) generalized the shape grammar concept beyond shape primitives to include spatial grammars, which relate to the other entities such as strings, sets, and network graphs. Cellular automata (Wolfram, 1994) are also a type of spatial grammar that modifies a regular ordering of space rather than discrete objects.
Landscape grammars apply spatial grammar concepts to geographic space. The data models used in these types of spatial grammars are already in use in landscape applications albeit without a grammatical inference mechanism. For example, string grammars have been used in the literature to represent botanical structures, such as Lindenmayer (1968) systems, in both 2D and 3D. The construction of botanical objects for simulated landscapes can take advantage of this research. Set grammars can be related to geographical information systems (GIS) in which set theory and restricted structures are a fundamental part, thereby allowing topological relationships between entities. Set theory forms the basis of overlay operations in GIS, such as finding the intersection between two spatially coincident polygons. Vector-based spatial data are organized in restricted sets, in which a line is a set of points and a polygon a set of lines. GIS data structures offer additional restrictions that a line must start and end with a node, that contiguous lines join at a shared node, and that adjacent polygons join at a shared line.
Graphs are used in geographical representations to model connectivity in transportation or stream networks, among other things. Landscape grammars can utilize graph structures to represent theoretical or actual linkages between objects in a landscape. The connectivity of landscape objects can subsequently influence their location in space. Shape grammars are a widely studied form of spatial grammar. In landscape representation for urban and architectural design, each 2D or 3D shape represents one part of a spatial configuration, such as a floor plan, or a built structure. Collections of shapes together constitute the complete construction. Although cellular data structures, which are also common in GIS, can be used to imply the presence of physical objects through the pattern of values in the cells, they are more suitable for representing the distribution of continuous or field-based spatial characteristics, such as ground elevation, ground slope, soil type, and soil depth.
The data models used in string, set, graph, and shape grammars and cellular automata are therefore all amenable to landscape applications, thereby suggesting their applicability in the design of landscape grammars. However, the uses of these different data models in conventional landscape applications also suggest that there may be no one appropriate data model for a landscape grammar system. Continuous spatial variables, such as elevation, are best represented by grids, whereas spatially distinct objects, such as built structures, may be best represented by their outline. The evolution of GIS technology over three decades has involved the use both of grid and vector structures, without one gaining real dominance over the other. This is because each representation is suitable for different purposes. The extension of spatial models to a grammatical environment should not ignore this.
The nature and types of spatial grammars presented in this section suggest that spatial grammar structures are complementary to existing methods of landscape representation. This observation further suggests that the application of spatial grammar concepts to landscape representation is appropriate and, consequently, that it is possible to use existing landscape representation methods in the design of landscape grammars. Having established in this section the nature and types of spatial grammar structures, in the following section we take these concepts and apply them to a generative landscape grammar.
Landscape grammar concepts
The relationship between language and landscape discussed in section 2 offers a framework for conceptualizing and representing landscapes and for capturing their visual character. Landscape character can be defined, relative to the discussion in section 2, as the recurrent elements of a region's visual identity. Such elements relate to each other, forming recognizable patterns that contain experiential meaning and legibilityö patterns which evoke a wide range of human attitudinal and behavioural responses. A regional landscape character can be defined by abstract definitions that represent our knowledge of real-world objects and their relationships, rather than by precise definitions of the specific locations and attributes of individual objects (just as an English-language grammar is defined by the relationships between types of words, such as`noun' and`verb', rather than between every possible word in its vocabulary). Hence, the concepts and relationships of a landscape character definition are manifest in a physical landscape by the specific patterns of objects and the relationships between them.
Consistent with the human language metaphor, a landscape grammar is composed, first, of a vocabulary (V ) that contains the conceptual definitions of types of realworld objects that exist in the region of interest. These definitions describe objects in a landscape scene (S ) that embodies the character being modeled. The spatial and nonspatial relationships between the vocabulary's concepts, and thus between the scene's objects, are expressed in a set of rules (R ) that bring order and meaning to the objects found in the landscape. These three elements (V, S, R) constitute the basic structure of the landscape grammar model as a vehicle for landscape character definition.
To examine the effectiveness of a landscape character defined in this manner, the grammar must be applied to a particular site. Hence, from an initial scene (IS ), the landscape grammar interpretation process iteratively applies rules to the objects in the scene. At each iteration, the scene can be modified until a final landscape scene is reached that is legible to the grammarian who constructed it and others who will interact with it. Using this process and a single initial scene many final scenes may be generated, each embodying the character that is defined in the grammar. The complete set of these scenes comprises a formal language (L ) of the landscape grammar for that site. Hence, the application of a generative landscape grammar (LG ) that produces landscape scenes of a given character comprises the three elements described above:
LG fV, R, IS g .
The discussion below elaborates on the elements of a landscape grammar structure and the processes involved in an interpretation of the grammar. Uppercase letters are used to represent a set, and lowercase letters represent single elements of a set. Members of a set that are themselves sets are represented with uppercase letters. Ordered sets use parentheses ( ), whereas unordered sets are enclosed with braces { }.
Landscape vocabulary
A landscape vocabulary (V ) represents knowledge about the types and characteristics of landscape objects in a region. It is a set of defined concepts that describe the types of objects found in a landscape. Each of the elements of a landscape vocabulary is termed an object type (OT ). Formally,
where a given combination of object types constitute the types of landscape objects in a region. Examples of simple landscape object types could include, for example, Tree, House, Garage, Fence, River, or Road. The object-type definitions are general templates that serve as the basis for specific instances of objects that are found in a physical landscape. They represent a person's or group's classification scheme for the identifiable components of the landscape. An object type may also describe a spatial but nonphysical concept that influences the pattern of physical objects. These abstract object types may be sociospatial constructs such as Front-Yard, Building-Axis, BuildingEnvelope, Access-Route, Catchment-Area, Public-Park, and Private-Amenity-Space. Lynch's (1960) well known typology of landscape elements can be considered as a further example, but for a larger landscape. Abstract object types are nonterminal, whereas the physically based object types are terminal. Some of these abstract object types, such as Boundary-Marker or Protective-Barrier, may be represented in a landscape by other physically based object types, such as Garden-Wall or Chain-Link-Fence. In the case of landscape grammars, the object types in a vocabulary are also hierarchical [see Fu (1977) , figures 1(a) and 1(b)]. The use of a conceptual hierarchy is a general knowledge representation method (Stefik, 1995) that allows object types to be subtypes or supertypes of other object types. The supertype of any landscape object type can be defined by generalizing the object type definition to a greater level of abstraction. Similarly, its subtype is defined by refining the definition into more specialized object types. For example, a hierarchy of types of built structures may be devised as in figure 1 .
Here, Built-Shelter is the most abstract type of object, that is, it is a supertype for the other five object types. Wooden-Shelter and Stone-Shelter are more specific types of a Built-Shelter and are hence subtypes of the Built-Shelter object type.
Wooden-Shelter is both a subtype of Built-Shelter and a supertype of Garden-Shed. Similar landscape hierarchies are imaginable for types of trees (palms, pines, cedars, citrus, and their subtypes) or ancillary structures such as fences (wooden or chain link). There is a tendency for object types higher in the hierarchy to be more abstract or nonterminal than those in the lower or terminal branches of the hierarchy. An object type is thus related to other more general or refined object types in its hierarchy. In formal terms, an object type's place in the hierarchy can be represented by its set of supertypes (g OT ):
where OT i P V. In order to symbolize the supertype and subtype relationships,`A is a supertype of B ' shall be denoted as AlB, and conversely,`B is a subtype of A ' shall be denoted as B lA.
As an individual landscape object can be defined in terms of its spatial and nonspatial characteristics, the conceptual type definition for that object in the vocabulary must also have spatial and nonspatial components. The spatial characteristics of an object type are defined by its shape type. Shape types define geometric objects that reside in the same coordinate space. A Point is a zero-dimensional shape type represented as an ordered pair, (x, y) where x and y are the real-world coordinates of the point. A Line is a 1D shape type represented as an ordered set of points, ( p 1 , p 2 , .XX, p n ). A Polygon is a 2D shape type represented as an ordered set of closed points, ( p 1 , p 2 , .XX, p n ), where p 1 p n . These three shape types correspond to the three spatial classes typically used in entity-based landscape representation models. Other shape types are possible. If the Point shape type is expanded to a third dimension, to be the ordered triplet (x, y, z), then a Surface can be defined as a set of Polygons which are each a set of 3D Points. A Solid may be defined as a set of Surfaces, or as a set of 3D Points, such that none of the surfaces is open. The treatment of landscape grammars in this paper utilizes only the 2D shape types for the purposes of demonstration. A pseudo shape type, Group, allows several objects to be treated as a single object, such as a Forest object type defined as a group of Tree objects. The constituent objects of the group are restricted to the same shape type in order that an operation on one object of the group is valid for the others. A set of shape types for all types of landscape objects (the universe) is defined as:
where st is a member of the set of proper shape types in ST U (left of the vertical bar). Although shape types define the spatial characteristics of object types, attribute definitions describe their nonspatial characteristics. They effectively serve as variable definitions, such as Age, Species, or Colour. Although spatial attribute definitions such as Area or Length could conceivably be included in the definition, our approach is to calculate spatial attributes from a shape's geometry rather than to store them explicitly as an attribute of the shape. The universal set of possible attribute definitions for all object types in the vocabulary is defined as:
where ad is the name of a variable. The range of attribute definitions for a landscape vocabulary can be vast, but each object type has its own subset of attribute definitions (AD OT AD U ). The attribute definitions for an object type allow a much richer description of the objects found in a regional landscape than would be possible if labeled shapes alone were used as in traditional shape grammars. As a result of the above discussion, an object type can be defined as a set containing a set of supertypes (l), a shape type (st), and a set of attribute definitions (AD):
where st P ST U and AD AD U . An advantage of hierarchical representation is that object subtypes inherit a shape type and attribute definitions from their supertype(s). Depending on the object represented, each subtype can also possess its own specialized attributes. Thus, though the Garden-Shed object type may inherit an attribute definition such as Wood-Material from its supertype, Wooden-Shelter, it may also have its own attributes, such as PaintColour. Formally, the set of attribute definitions for an object type is the union of the set of attribute definitions for its supertypes and the set of attribute definitions that are peculiar to it. Expressing this relationship formally:
where AD g is the set of attribute definitions belonging to the supertypes of the object type. In figure 2, for example, the object types from figure 1 are shown with their attribute definitions immediately below the name of each object type. The lower five object types inherit the Roof-Type attribute from the Built-Shelter object type. In addition, the House and Garage object types inherit the Stone-Type attribute definition from their immediate supertype, Stone-Shelter. Using attribute definitions and the object type hierarchy, the landscape vocabulary for an area can be defined in different ways. The object type hierarchy in figure 2 could be formed as shown in figure 3. In this case, the hierarchy has been simplified because the difference between wooden and stone shelters is represented by an attribute definition, Built-Material, rather than separate subtypes in the hierarchy. Either representation is acceptable and the decision to use one over another can depend upon how the landscape rules will take account of the object types during the grammatical construction of landscape scenes. Using the hierarchy of figure 2, a rule would differentiate a wooden building from a stone building easily:`IF the object is of the type Wooden Shelter THEN ...'. In the simplified hierarchy of figure 3, this same reasoning would have to involve a string of comparisons:`IF the Built-Material of the object is cedar OR the Built-Material of the object is pine THEN ...'. The development of a landscape character vocabulary thus involves a blurred distinction between the use of subtypes and attributes, the suitability of which is effectively left to the scheme that is most meaningful to the person or group building the grammar.
As noted in section 2, a landscape grammar model can incorporate both grid and discrete-object-representation models to facilitate continuous spatial variables and discrete spatial objects. A Grid is incorporated here as a separate`shape' type that is represented as an ordered set of Cells, each of which represents a regularly shaped unit of space in the landscape. Formally, a grid is defined as follows:
where n col and n row are respectively the numbers of columns and rows in the grid, cs is the cell size or resolution in real-world coordinates, c represents a cell, and its dimensionality is n n col Â n row . By themselves the cells hold no information until attributes are defined. A grid-based`object' type may be defined on a grid of cells with a set of attribute definitions each of which corresponds to one set of cell values. As an example, an object type Soil may be represented as a grid with attribute definitions for Depth and Soil-Type. Because a Grid represents continuous spatial variables rather than discrete objects, it does not fit well into the hierarchical relationships of object types. The set of supertypes for a Grid object type is therefore null. The explanation for an object type in equation (6) may therefore be modified for grid-based object types as follows:
Built-Shelter
Garden-Shed House Garage
Roof-Type In summary, the vocabulary of a landscape grammar describes landscape character through the definition of general types of objects found in the landscape. These definitions are related to each other through a hierarchy which allows the characteristics of abstract object types to be shared with more refined object types. The vocabulary utilizes object-based and grid-based landscape representation models to define the spatial components of object types. The definitions are also enriched with types of nonspatial information that are defined as attributes for each object type.
Landscape objects and scenes
A vocabulary's generalized definitions of the types of objects that can be found in a landscape are manifest in a snapshot of a landscape scene as specific objects with their own characteristics. These objects represent real-world spatial objects, both physical and nonphysical, and are instantiations of the landscape concepts as they exist relative to how they are defined in vocabulary. A scene is a collection or set of objects, and landscape grammars, as defined above, therefore resemble set grammars. The choice of objects and the patterns in which they are arranged ascribes meaning to the scene, just as the choice of words and their grammatical relationships ascribe meaning to a sentence. In the case of a landscape grammar, an initial scene becomes populated with objects through the iterative application of grammatical rules (rules and the interpretation process are discussed in the sections below). The visualization of the resultant scene of objects reveals the landscape character as it is defined by the grammar. In this section, the symbol c is used to represent`is an instance of'; for example, Toronto c City and Lake Ontario c Water-Body.
An object is defined as an instance of an object type (objcOT ). Through the inheritance relationships of the object type hierarchy, an object is not only an instance of its immediate object type but also an instance of each of the supertypes of that object type. Stating this relationship in formal terms, given that objcOT, and that g OT is the set of supertypes of OT:
( 1 0 ) Because an object type has spatial and nonspatial components and as a landscape object is an instance of an object type, the object too must have spatial and nonspatial characteristics. An object has a shape or geometry (G ) that defines precisely its spatial extents and is an instance of the shape type defined in the object's object type. An object also has a set of attribute values (A ) corresponding to the attribute definitions in the object's object type. Hence,
)
where Gcst and comprises a set of points (p ) defining the shape, and A is a set of values (v) that correspond to the attributes defined in the object's object type. More specifically in relation to A, the number of attribute values associated with an object (the cardinality of A ) is the same as the number of attribute definitions for its object type (the cardinality of AD g AD ). In other words, an object has an attribute value for each attribute defined in its object type. Each attribute value can be considered an instance of the attribute definition, that is, v i cad i where v P A obj and ad P AD OT . As an illustration, a particular object might be an instance of the object type House from figure 2. Each object in a landscape scene can be represented in this way, that is, as a shape geometry and set of attribute values. Because a Grid is fixed in terms of its size and resolution, an instance of a Grid contains no geometry. It does, however, contain an ordered set of values, each of which corresponds to a cell in the grid. In addition, one of these sets of values exists for each attribute defined for the grid. An instance of a Grid therefore contains multiple ordered sets of attribute values:
( 1 4 ) where n is the number of cells in a grid and m is the number of attributes defined in the grid object-type. A landscape scene (S ) is a set of landscape objects whose types are defined in the vocabulary. This includes both spatial objects and grids of values. The formal definition of a scene is as follows:
where Vobj, objcOT P V. In accordance with this definition of a scene, the initial scene for a landscape grammar interpretation process is a collection of objects and grids which will be acted upon by the consequents of landscape rules. For spatial grammars, initial objects must be defined in the vocabulary. The application of spatial grammars to landscape brings the additional requirement that, at a minimum, the initial scene must define a base terrain upon which objects can be placed. The initial scene is iteratively augmented with new objects according to the grammar rules. Each iteration results in a new landscape scene with different objects than those of the previous iteration. This process ultimately results in a single landscape scene which embodies the character defined in the grammar.
Landscape rules
The rules contained in a landscape grammar express the relationships between object types described in the vocabulary. Rules are grouped into sets (rulesets) which allow rules to be grouped together thematically. The landscape grammar contains one master ruleset (R a ) that contains all other rulesets (R 1 , .XX, R n ) and rules (r 1 , .XX, r n ),
R fr 1 , r 2 , .XX, r n g .
( 1 7 ) Individual landscape rules express permissible relationships between object types. Rules are of the same general form noted in section 2, namely, IF [precondition] THEN [consequent] . The precondition of a landscape rule is a predicate function, that is, a statement about the contents of a landscape scene that can be affirmed or denied. Examples of a predicate statement include`the object is a detached residential building',`the height of the tree is less than ten metres', or`the wall is adjacent to a road'. There may be and often are several such predicate statements in a landscape rule's precondition. In such cases, statements are combined into a single compound predicate using the logical operator`AND'. It is possible, however, to combine and nest predicates in several layers by use of parentheses and logical operators such as`AND' and OR'. The consequent of a rule is an instruction that, when carried out, modifies the contents of the landscape scene. Analogously to the precondition, the consequent of a landscape rule contains a set of actions each of which are carried out in sequence when the rule is fired by the interpreter. Formally: precondition fpredicate 1 , predicate 2 , .XX, predicate n g ,
( 1 8 ) consequent action 1 , action 2 , .XX, action n , ( 1 9 ) and each landscape rule (r ) contains a precondition and a consequent as follows:
Each predicate of a precondition is a truth value function, that is, it evaluates to a true-or-false statement. A predicate states a relationship between objects or values and thus is made up of a relation (j) and one or more objects or values as arguments (arg) supplied to the relation. The predicate thus takes the form of a function: predicate jarg 1 , arg 2 , .XX, arg n .
( 2 1 )
In order for reasoning concerning specific objects in a landscape scene to be performed, predicates must have placeholders into which specific objects from the scene may be inserted. In logical terms, these placeholders are termed`variables' within the predicate, such as a and b in the statement`a is above b'. In addition to objects, predicates can contain values that are either constants (such as`3' or`green'), attributes of objects (`roof type of a house' or`height of a tree'), or returned by a function on a set of objects (`area of a parcel' or`distance from a house to a boundary line').
The object variables and values are compared with each other using relations. A predicate may relate an object or value to itself, such as`a house (obj) exists j' or the number 2 (v) is even j', but it more often relates two or more objects or values to each other, such as: a wall (obj) is next to (j) a cliff (obj)'; a tree's height (v) is greater than (j) 20 (v)'; a tree (obj) is between (j) a house (obj) and a road (obj)'.
Some relations are spatial in nature, for example,`the house contained within (j) the parcel' or`the hedge is parallel to (j) the wall'. Spatial relations are numerous and can include the following: contains, intersects, inside (or is contained by), outside, between, adjacent to, perpendicular to, parallel to, collinear to, identical to, left of, right of, on, above, below, in front of, and behind. Not all possible spatial relations are rigorously defined here, as the grammarian defining a landscape grammar will define only the relations relevant to his or her purpose. It is worth noting, however, that fundamental research on the nature and definition of spatial relations could provide a basis for a general formalism of landscape grammars and other spatial systems (see Egenhofer and Herring, 1990; Mark and Egenhofer, 1994; Roberts et al, 2001; . Nonspatial relations are also used in landscape grammar rules to compare values rather than objects. These relations include standard arithmetic operators ( , b, and`) and logical relations (AND, OR, and NOT). Relations between text strings can also be included: text1 begins with text2; text1 ends with text2; text1 contains text2; or text1 matches exactly ( ) text2.
The examples of predicates presented above are composite predicates that can be deconstructed into relations and arguments, according to the general form of equation (21) Because the precondition of a landscape rule is a composite predicate, the above logical formulae may be taken as examples of preconditions. In this form the values are either expressed as functions or constants. Hence, the definition of a precondition may be modified as:
where the values and predicates of the precondition have been combined into one truth value function, f. Table 1 shows further example precondition statements with translations into logical form. The consequent of a landscape rule is a function that is evaluated only if the precondition of the rule evaluates to true. The consequent can be comprised of a set of actions [equation (19) ] which are carried out in sequence resulting in the modification of the landscape scene. The objects used to populate the variables of the precondition populate the same variables in the consequent function. Subsuming the actions and where g modifies the scene and obj 1 XXX obj n is the same ordered set of objects that caused the precondition to evaluate to true. Table 2 shows example consequent statements and their translations into a logical form. Given the revised definitions of a precondition and consequent in equation (22) and equation (23), the definition of a rule is modified accordingly from equation (20) to:
where f is a compound predicate, g is a function modifying the scene of objects and the rule may be read as`if f returns true, then evaluate g'.
It was noted at the beginning of this section that rules are grouped into rulesets. The consequent of the rule, r 4 , in table 2 contains an instruction to apply a ruleset to a set of objects. This example demonstrates the nested nature of grammar interpretation. A new interpretation process is begun in this instance with a subset of the master ruleset and a subset of the objects in the scene. This serves two practical purposes: (1) to modularize landscape knowledge thematically into more specific domains, and (2) to localize geographically the application of rules to a specific part of the landscape scene. Thematic rulesets can contain rules designed to represent specialized knowledge on building placement, road configuration, or garden landscaping. The rules of a ruleset can be applied to a particular set of objects that are located in one part of the landscape scene. The consequent of the rule r 4 of table 2 makes use of this feature by containing an action that invokes the interpretation of rules in another ruleset on a particular subset of objects from the scene. The thematic and geographic restriction of a landscape grammar can therefore be considered as a subgrammar in which if LG(V, R, S ) represents the application of the grammar to an entire scene, LG(V, R H , S H ) represents the restricted application of a subset of rules to a subset of the scene where R H R, and S H S. Reduce the building envelope, b, until(not inside(a, b ), reduce(b )) until it does not contain the tree, a r 4 Apply the ruleset that examines the interpret(Topographic-Site-Ruleset, (a, grid )) topographic suitability of a site to parcel a r 5 Let the species of the tree, a, be set species(aY) selectbyprob( assigned by these probabilities:`Delonix regia', 0.35, Delonix regia (35%), Sophora`Sophora japonica', 0.20, japonica (20%), Plemeria rubra`Plemeria rubra', 0.20, (20%), Melia Agedarach (15%),`Melia agedarach', 0.15, Ficus retusa (5%), Araucaria`Ficus retusa', 0.05, excelsa (5%)`Araucaria excelsa ', 0.05) Landscape grammars are also parametric. The parameters can be nonspatial or spatial and supplied as constants within a rule, as attribute values associated with an object, or as values returned by a function on an object. The preconditions of rules r 1 , r 2 , and r 4 in table 1 illustrate this. The spatial geometries of landscape objects are also parametric. The vocabulary of a parametric shape grammar has a set of shape primitives with a fixed set of parameters, such as rectangles with width and height parameters. The spatial model for landscape grammars is more flexible because lines and polygons are sets of points that may be positioned anywhere in space and ordered in different sequences, thereby allowing the objects to take many sizes and shapes.
Rule r 5 from table 2 illustrates the use of stochasticity in landscape rules. The outcome of the rule, as specified in the consequent, is determined probabilistically. In this example, the consequent establishes the species of a tree object according to a set of possible species, each of which has a probability or likelihood that that species occurs in the situation identified by the rule's precondition. Instead of having a determined outcome, as is typical of a traditional shape grammar rule, the consequent of a stochastic landscape grammar rule is thus selected probabilistically. This allows objects and their features to display some controlled randomness within the landscape. The use of stochastic rules is particularly suited to an empirical approach to landscape grammar development in which the landscapes of a region are surveyed to determine the likelihood of particular objects and configurations occurring in specific places.
The formal structure of a landscape grammar is now defined in terms of its vocabulary of object types; its sets of rules, each containing a precondition and a consequent; and as a scene of landscape objects. This definition of a landscape grammar provides an overview of the parts that have been reviewed in this section. The vocabulary is made up of object-type definitions that are manifested in scenes as objects and utilized in the rules of rulesets to express typical relationships between object types. The vocabulary provides generalized definitions of those features found to be recurring in a regional landscape. The rules state how such features recur relative to each other. When the rules are applied to an initial scene, the scene is populated with objects that are instances of the concepts expressed in the vocabulary. This provides the structural framework in which landscape character may be defined. The process of applying the grammar to an initial scene addresses the challenge of testing a landscape character definition using this framework.
Landscape grammar processing
A grammar is said to be applied to a scene by a landscape grammar interpreter which is a person or a computer program that facilitates the interpretation process. The general process is shown in figure 4 (over) . The processes outlined in bold rectangles are decomposed into further flow diagrams. The interpretation process for a landscape grammar starts with a vocabulary, a master ruleset, and an initial scene (V, R a , and IS ). The scene is iteratively modified and termed the working scene. The interpretation process involves three main phases. First, a set is compiled which contains each rule in the ruleset for which the precondition of the rule is true if objects from the working scene are substituted for the precondition variables. If no rules can be applied, the scene is complete and the process ends. Second, one or more of the matching rules are selected, and third, the consequent of each selected rule is fired or instituted in the working scene.
The first process is the identification of all rules in the ruleset whose precondition matches some subset of the landscape objects in the working scene. Figure 5 (over) shows this process in more detail. Each rule in the ruleset must be compared with the working scene to identify all of the combinations of objects that match the precondition of the rule. If no matching sets of objects are identified, the rule is not applicable to the scene and is discarded from consideration until the next iteration of the interpretation process in figure 4 . When all of the rules that have a matching set of objects in the scene are identified, these`matching rules' are returned to the interpretation process in figure 4 to determine which of those rules and objects will be fired. The process for identifying the sets of objects from the scene that match a rule's precondition is presented in figure 6 (over). Objects from the scene are progressively substituted for variables in the rule's precondition. The scene is comprehensively swept to find all possible combinations of objects that can be used for the set of variables. With each set of objects, the precondition function in equation (22) is evaluated to see if the statements in the precondition are confirmed. If so, the set of objects is referred to as a matching set (ms) for the rule: msS, r obj 1 , obj 2 , .XX, obj n j precondition r , ( 2 5 ) where ms S and the cardinality of ms is the number of variables in the precondition. It is possible that a rule will have more than one matching set. The process continues to search for all of the matching sets for the rule that can be found in the current working scene. This phase of the process may be formalized as the compilation of the set of all matching sets (MS ) from the working scene:
MS r S, r fms 1 , ms 2 , .XX, ms n g . Returning to figure 5, any rule (r ) that has a matching set (that is, the set MS r is not empty) is termed a matching rule. The set of all matching rules (MR ) is given as:
that is, all of the rules for which there exists some set of objects from S that makes the precondition of r true. Thus, the first phase of the interpretation process (figure 4), given V, R, and S, entails finding MR, as well as all of the matching sets of objects MS for each rule r in MR.
The second phase of the general interpretation process (figure 4) is to select, by some criteria, a subset of matching rules and a subset of matching objects to which each selected rule will be applied, or fired, in the third phase. Rules are fired serially if only one of the matching rules from MR is fired per iteration and in parallel if multiple matching rules are fired. Similarly, any selected rule is applied to objects in the scene serially if it is only applied to one set of matching objects (ms), or in parallel if applied to more than one ms. Caveats exist with respect to parallel operations, since the firing of one rule modifies the objects in the scene and in so doing modifies objects that are part of a matching set for a matching rule. The danger here is that the scene objects will be modified in such a way that the precondition of another rule is no longer true and the set of objects no longer matching, therefore rendering the firing of that formerly matching rule invalid. For example, consider a simple scene that contains Landscape grammar 1two objects {Tree1, House2} and a rule set that contains two rules {Rule1, Rule2}. Suppose Rule1 says,`if a tree is less than 3 metres from a house then remove the tree', and rule2 says`if a tree is labelled``rare'' then insert a protective fence surrounding the tree'. If Tree1 is a`rare' tree and within 3 m of House2, then both rules are eligible for firing. Clearly, if both are selected for firing and Rule1 is fired first, Tree1 will be removed and there will no longer be a rare tree in the scene to satisfy the precondition of Rule2 or to refer to in erecting protective fencing. Rule2 can thus no longer be fired. In this case, these rules cannot be processed in parallel. Spatial grammar rules can be fired in parallel if it can be assured that the changes to the design caused by the rules are independent of each other and that a spatial grammar rule can be fired in parallel if the objects that are to be modified by the rule are independent of each other with respect to the actions specified in the rule's consequent. Shape grammars are serial (one rule is fired on one object per iteration) whereas grid-based landscape features can be fired in parallel (on each iteration, each cell value is modified according to some rule).
Because landscape grammars can incorporate both object-based and grid-based landscape representations, serial and parallel operations are desirable as long as the above caveats are satisfied. In terms of the formulae in this section, the second phase of landscape grammar interpretation involves the selection of one or more rules from MR, and for each selected rule (r Ã ) the selection of one or more matching sets of objects from MS r Ã . Figure 7 displays the serial process of selecting a rule and a set of matching objects for firing. A rule is selected from the set of matching rules ( according to an ordered set of rule selection strategies. A strategy is a function that reduces the size of MR. Each strategy may be viewed as an evaluation function on a rule, f(r ), that returns some value for that rule. Rules are thus selected from MR on the basis of the minimization or maximization of f(r ). The general problem for generating the set of selected rules for firing (MR Ã ) is given formally as follows:
where f is an evaluation function. In serial processing, the cardinality of MR Ã is one. The first strategy is chosen from the strategy set and applied to MR. Each of the subsequent strategies in the strategy set are chosen in turn and applied to MR until, in the case of serial processing, only one matching rule remains in MR. In parallel processing, the strategies reduce the numbers of rules to an acceptable limit or simply allow all rules to be processed.
Each of the selected rules (r Ã P MR Ã ) has a set of sets of matching objects (MSr Ã ), each of which makes the precondition true. In a similar manner to rule selection strategies, object selection strategies reduce the number of these matching object sets to one set (for serial processing) or to an acceptable number of sets (for parallel processing). Each object selection strategy is an evaluation function on a set of matching objects, f(ms ), and sets of objects are selected from MS r Ã by minimizing or maximizing f(ms ):
where f is an evaluation function and the cardinality of MS Ã r Ã is one for serial processing. Just as in the case of the rule selection strategies, the object selection strategies are applied to MS Ã r Ã one at a time until the acceptable number of object sets remains. The final outcome of this phase of the interpretation process is a selection of rules and objects that are then passed to the third phase for firing.
The criteria used in the rule and object selection strategies are varied an may differ in different circumstances. The selection strategies that are used will depend largely upon what is useful for the landscape character being modeled by the grammar. However, some categorization of selection strategies can be made. The simplest strategies merely take the first element or a random element of a set, whether rules or objects. These strategies can be used as`last-resort' strategies to ensure that only one rule is selected. Some strategies have a functional purpose within the grammar. For example, a`least recently fired rules' strategy selects rules that have not been fired in recent iterations of the interpreter. The purpose of this strategy is to avoid firing the same rule in iteration after iteration. Similarly, the`rules with matching sets not fired' strategy eliminates those rules whose matching objects sets have all been fired previously. This prevents the same rules from firing on the same objects in the scene and so duplicating their effects.
Selections can also be made using thematic criteria.`Attribute strategies' select the matching objects to which a rule will be applied using information associated with the objects as attribute values. For instance, a`tallest first' strategy function might return for a rule the set of objects with the largest values in their Height attribute. Selection equation (29) would become:
Likewise, a strategy function can be designed to select objects that are instances of a particular object type. The values used to evaluate objects for selection need not be stored as attributes but may instead be derived from a function on the objects. Thus, a strategy could minimize the ratio of the average slope of an area of land to its average soil depth, thereby forcing the rule to favour flat areas with deep soil. The selection function might appear as follows:
Rules can also be selected thematically. In rural landscapes, rules that subdivide a scene using concession roads might be fired before rules that place buildings on the landscape. Selecting rules according to their function in the landscape allows a definitive order to be established in the grammatical construction of a scene. The sequencing of rules in this way can be used to represent the typical evolution of a landscape as exhibited in a particular scene. Rules can also be discerned thematically on the basis of the attributes of the objects in the rules' matching sets. Hence, a rule selection strategy can favour rules whose matching sets contain, or do not contain, objects of a certain object type. For example, given a scene on sloping ground, rules that operate on splitlevel houses may be selected preferentially over rules that operate on single-floor houses.
The selection of objects and rules can be performed using spatial criteria instead of attributes or functional values. A`proximal strategy' selects objects that are closest to a significant object in the scene. For example, buildings may be inserted in lots closer to a town centre before more distal locations. The selection function of such a strategy can be expressed as:
The strategy could be modified to select objects that are proximal to those objects that were modified by the rule fired in the last iteration of the interpreter. The effect of using a proximal strategy in this way is to localize the grammar's operations to a central area in the scene during the early iterations of the interpreter, and then progressively move its operations away from that core with further iterations. Conversely, a`distal strategy' maximizes this distance rather than minimizing it, moving grammar operations towards a central area. A distal strategy can also be used as a rule to select objects that are most distant from a dangerous object such as a ravine. A`clustering strategy' minimizes the sum of the distances between each of the objects in the set, as represented by the equation:
Alternatively, a clustering strategy could be based on minimizing the area of the convex hull surrounding a set of objects:
Because rules are generalizations about landscape character, they are not grounded to the specific geography of a scene. However, when the variables of a rule's consequent are populated with objects from the scene, the rule is effectively related to a specific geographic part of the scene that includes the selection objects. Each matching rule can therefore be associated with an area within the scene and this information can then be put to use in discriminating between rules. For instance, the proximal strategy for selecting objects for a rule can be further employed to select rules whose matching objects have the minimal cumulative proximity. It should be clear that the selection strategy functions employed in a landscape grammar interpreter are diverse and limited only by the creativity of the landscape grammarian.
The third phase of the grammar interpretation process is to perform the consequent of the selected rule(s) using the matching set(s) of objects as parameters. This action is referred to as firing the rule(s) and entails the evaluation of the consequent function as defined in equation (23). The variables of a rule's consequent are populated with the objects from the selected matching set and the consequent is evaluated; the actions stated in the consequent are thereby carried out. As shown in figure 8, in the case of parallel processing, each selected rule (r Ã in MR Ã ) is evaluated in turn using each of its selected sets of matching objects (ms in MS Ã r Ã ). In serial processing, there is only one r Ã and one ms. The firing of a rule typically modifies the working scene in some way, either through the addition of new objects, the modification of existing objects, or the modification of the attributes of existing objects. This marks the end of one iteration of the landscape grammar interpreter. The modified scene then becomes the new working scene and is introduced as an input to the next iteration of the interpreter using the same vocabulary and ruleset (figure 4).
A simplification of one full iteration of the interpreter with excerpts from the equations of this section is described in figure 9 . Only one rule is used in the illustration and three matching sets of objects are identified that match the rule's precondition. One of these sets is selected using object selection strategies and subsequently inserted into the variables of The firing of a landscape rule need not always modify the scene. A rule's consequent can signal the artificial termination of the interpretation process. Alternatively, the consequent can start a new interpretation process with restricted subsets of landscape rules and objects, as was illustrated previously by the consequent of the rule, r 4 , in table 2. This means that the interpretation process in figure 4 is begun anew as a result of evaluating the consequent of a rule in figure 8 . A new interpretation process is supplied with a subset of the rules from the current ruleset (R ) and a subset of the objects from the current working scene (S ), which serve respectively as the master ruleset (R H ) and initial scene (IS H ) for the new process. As mentioned above, such nesting of grammars allows subsets of landscape knowledge to be applied in a controlled context which allows, for example, rules relating to road design to operate separately from rules for the design of a formal garden. Likewise, the scene of the nested interpretation is restricted to a subset of objects, thereby localizing the grammar operations to those objects that are appropriate for the subset of rules.
Rewriting equation (24) as a rule for this case in which the consequent commences a new landscape grammar interpretation on a subset of rules and objects is achieved as follows:
where R H R and S H S hold for the current grammar. The matching set of objects (obj 1 , .XX, obj n ) may or may not be part of S H and vice versa. It is worth noting that nested interpretations can be used to achieve the same localization of grammar operations that was described above for rule and object selection strategies. The nested interpretation iterates until all rules in R H have been exhausted, at which point a completed landscape scene (S H ) is returned to the main interpretation process and rule processing returns to the point of the main iteration at which the rule had been fired. Figure 9 . The landscape grammar interpretation process with formulae.
5 Visualization of the landscape language At each iteration of the interpretation process, a scene of landscape objects is available and this scene is the product of a grammatical interpretation. As each object has a geometry, the scene can be represented graphically as a collection of geometric objects with specific locations in the same coordinate space. The display of these objects together, whether in 2D or 3D, constitutes the visualization of the scene. The graphical scene represents the visual product of the landscape grammar, that is, a landscape simulation that represents one of the many possible landscapes that embody the landscape character defined in the grammar. If the landscape grammar interpreter were to be processed again, with the same vocabulary, ruleset, and initial scene, a different final scene would more than likely be generated (assuming stochastic elements in the grammar). Thus, a different scene of objects is assembled with each completed grammar interpretation.
The full range of these scenes is the landscape language, which comprises the set of all scenes that can possibly be generated by a given landscape grammar and its interpretation as described above. As noted earlier in the paper, this is analogous to a language that comprises all the possible sentences that can be constructed using the vocabulary and grammar of that language. Theoretically, the landscape character defined by the grammar is visualized by generating and visualizing all of the possible scenes in the landscape language. The landscape character is visualized through a series of generated scenes, rather than a single scene, because it is the recurrent qualities of a place that define a visual landscape character and recurrence must be visualized through multiple scenarios.
In cases in which landscape grammar rules are stochastic, the size of the language, that is, the number of possible scenes that could be generated, is increased enormously. This presents a fundamental problem inherent in grammatical systems: unless the grammar is highly limited in scope, the full and potentially infinite range of scenes cannot be generated in anything other than a theoretical formalism. The problem for the evaluator of the landscape grammar is then to determine the number of scenes that should be viewed in order to represent the nature of the landscape character in a reasonable manner. Although it is difficult to derive a formula to calculate the number of scenes that should be generated for a given landscape grammar, it can be stated that more scenes should be visualized for grammars that contain higher degrees of variance in their rules in order for the sample of scenes to be considered representative of the landscape language. For example, a rule that states that the area of a building's footprint will be a number between 1000 and 2000 square feet produces less variance in the generated landscapes than if the rule required a parameter value between 1000 and 5000 square feet. For practical purposes, the variance between landscape scenes is assessed visually.
The unmanageable size of the landscape language may be addressed to some extent by letting the evaluator choose the path that the interpretation process follows through the solution space. However, if one of the purposes of the grammar is to find unexpected landscape scenes, then such intervention defeats that purpose to some extent. Another approach is to bias the interpretation process toward particular parts of the language. For instance, in order to avoid the generation of scenes representing all possible building heights, the values of a building height parameter can be maximally biased to produce scenes that contain relatively tall buildings. In visual landscape planning scenarios, these scenes might represent`worst cases', which usually warrant the highest concern. This can be achieved methodologically by either modifying the range of values assigned to a building height directly within the rules or through the use of selection strategies that select rules with maximal height values. A third method is to apply constraints to the results that cull unacceptable scenes from the landscape language.
Conclusion
In this paper we have defined and developed the concept of landscape grammar. In addition to providing formalisms that specify the basic principles of landscape grammars, we presented an implementation framework that stopped short of a specific implementation of the spatial grammars to generate digital landscapes in 2D and 3D. The approach was based on the premise that a landscape's character is composed of regularities in the configuration, arrangement, and visual recognition of the objects that recur across it. In this context, landscape character has no precise geographic location, but rather it is a generalized, descriptive concept that expresses the types of objects and patterns that can be found in a given locale and that make it distinctly recognizable to visitors and residents alike. This premise was translated into a landscape character definition using the landscape^language metaphor. Although this metaphor is well known as a literary and artistic device, in this paper we utilized it to formalise the concept of a landscape grammar in order to include a vocabulary of object types and sets of syntax rules that define spatial relationships between objects. Together, the object typologies and syntax rules constitute the landscape grammar of a given place.
The landscape grammar model is immediately amenable to implementation using an object-oriented GIS in the sense that a scene of landscape objects can be represented by a geographic database, a knowledge base of syntax or rules that define the spatial relationships between classes of objects, and custom programmed functions that allow rules to be fired and landscapes constructed generatively using either serial or parallel rule implementation. The integration of a vocabulary of landscape classes and sets of spatial grammar rules within a conventional system of storing and managing geographic data relevant to a specific locale is thus an immediate extension of the approach that has been presented. In a companion paper (Mayall and Hall, 2005) we apply the landscape grammar structure and production system to a residential neighborhood in Bermuda.
